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.... - _______ LEGAL NOTICE-________ ... 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned righ ts. 
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CRY OPUMP, NEUTRAL-BEAM COMPATIBILITY TEST 

K. H. Berkner, P. K. Law, R. V. Pyle, and L. Ruby 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

and 

L. C. Pittenger and L. E. Valby 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
Livermore, California 94550 

All future neutral-beam injectors designed by the LBL and LLL joint 

LBL-5943 

engineering group, for use in large-scale fusion experiments, will be cryo-

pumped. This choice-is .dictated by.the very large pumping speeds required 

for deuterium. 
I 

For example, the pumping speed necessary for each of the 

6 
TFTR 3-source beam lines is approximately 3 x 10 £/s. Although.large 

2 
cryopumps had been operated successfully prior to the current test, none had 

been used in close proximity to a large neutral-beam source. The :current test 

has been designed with the following objectives: Explore design and construction 

problems of a TFTR-type cryopumPi test compatibility of the cryopump in the 

proxi~ity of a large neutral-beam source; measure the cryopump speed under 

various conditions; and test the effect on the cryopump of large bursts of 

neutrons and gamma rays such as is expected from TFTR. 

The cryopump is a flat array, approximately 40 x 70 em, and consists of 

an outer envelope at liquid-nitrogen temperature, and an inner envelope at 

liquid-helium temperature (4.2 K). The outer envelope is a 5-sided copper box 

whose front (facing the neutral beam) consists of chevrons designed to transmit 

deuterium, but to have a high absorbtivity for thermal radiation. Towards this 

end, the chevrons are chemically blackened. The open side of the box (facing 

away from the beam) is covered with a double-wall quilted stainless-steel panel 

through which circulates liquid nitrogen. Within the box is a similar panel 
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through which flows liquid helium, and on whose surfaces deuterium condenses at 

224 
a pumping speed (as measured on similar systems) of 9.0 i/cm ·s, or 2.5 x 10 i/s 

for the cryopanel-chevron combination. For the measurement of temperature, the 

liquid-nitrogen surfaces are instrumented with thermocouples, and the liquid-

helium surfaces are provided with carbon resistors acti?g as thermistors. Since 

the consumption of liquid helium (mainly in the transfer line) was estimated to 

be only 4 i/h, no provision was made for recycle of the helium vapor exhausting 

from the system. 

The test program is schedule,d for 3 phases: The first to take place at 

LLL to accomplish initial operation and emissivity measurements, the second at 

LBL to measure pumping speeds and to investigate neutral-beam compatibility, 

and the third at the UC Berkeley Department. of Nuclear Engineering TRIGA Reactor 

Facility (UCNE). At LBL the cryopump will be inserted into the Test Stand 3A 

beam line so that the chevrons are about 50 em from the beam center line. In 

principle, the cryopump can entirely replace the sublimators which are normally 

used to maintain the vacuum during beam tests. Successful operation of the 

cryopump in the presence of the 3A beam (15 A, 120 kV, 0.5 &) will 'provide a 

high degree of confidence for similar operation in TFTR. At UCNE, the cryopump 

will be operated in the Exposure Room of the Be~keley TRIGA Mark III Research 

Reactor. The reactor is capable of supplying pulses of approximately 12 ms 

duration, of neutrons and gamma rays to the cryopump. The neutron flux above 

11 2 . 
3 MeV has been measured to be 0.72 x 19 neutrons/cm -pulse, whereas 

11 2 3 
1.16 x 10 neutrons/em -pulse is expected from TFTR The reactor gamma flux, 

13 
assuming that it consists of a fission-gamma spectrum, corresponds to 1.74 x 10 

2 3 10 . 2 
photons/cm -pulse, whereas that expected from TFTR is 0.5 x 10 photons/cm -pulse. 

However, abundant room is available for suffieient shielding to degrade the gamma 

flux to the TFTR level. Measurements will consist of neutron and gamma dosimetry, 
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together with a search for gas-pressure or cr}'opanel-temperature fluctuations 

coincident with the reactor pulses. The maximum deuterium beam load on the 

cryopump at either the LLL, LBL, or UCNE :s:ites is set by the circumstances of 

a hypothetical leak-up-to-atmospheric-pressure accident. To remain well be'low 

the limit for an explosive mixture under such a circumstance, the hydrogen 

contribution is limited to a partial pressure of 13 torr at room temperature. 
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